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Abstract. In this paper, we address the problem of automatically cre-
ating a meaningful spatial representation of 3D virtual environments,
suitable for spatial reasoning. We propose a spatial analysis technique
that distinguishes indoor, outdoor and covered parts of the environment.
It also separates buildings into floors linked by stairs and represent floors
as rooms linked by doorsteps. On this basis, we compute a natural hierar-
chical representation of the environment. We also demonstrate that this
representation can be used to handle multi-criterion queries relating to
spatial reasoning including zone selection and path planning.
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1 Introduction

Many application fields such as video games, virtual reality or virtual training,
tends to immerse the user in virtual environments automatically crowded with
autonomous virtual humans. In order to improve the user’s experience, these
humanoids must show realistic behaviors. One of the most important behaviors
is the ability to navigate inside a virtual environment as this skill is continu-
ously used. Human navigation is influenced by the nature of the environment
[1, 2] and eventually by external factors. For instance, if a pedestrian wants to
go from home to the nearest bakery in a rainy day, he may want to follow a
covered path. However, he will not walk through his neighbors’ houses under the
pretext it is the shortest and better-covered path. To reproduce such a behavior,
a virtual human should be aware of buildings locations and be able to plan paths
that make a compromise between the travelled distance and the use of covered
zones. This kind of information should be available when using informed virtual
environments. However, most of 3D environments are modeled with modelers
that do not provide an information system. In such a case, manually adding
information to the geometry can be a long and tedious process.

In this article, we propose an original method that aims at automatically ex-
tracting a meaningful representation from 3D environments. This method relies
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on a spatial analysis process that distinguishes indoor, outdoor and covered en-
vironments. It also identifies buildings and their internal structure. Floors linked
by stairs are identified and floors are represented as rooms connected through
doorsteps. We show how this representation can be used to handle zone selection
and multi-criteria path planning in order to enhance the quality and credibility
of generated paths. In the next section, we present related work. Then, the spa-
tial analysis and spatial reasoning processes are explained and discussed in the
result section.

2 Related work

To populate a virtual environment, modelling the navigation behaviour is crucial.
This behaviour relies on the ability of planning a path inside a complex environ-
ment which itself relies on an adequate representation of the environment struc-
ture. Path planning and environment representation have been widely studied
in robotics where navigation is a necessary task to achieve [3]. In this field, two
main techniques can be distinguished: the roadmap and the cell decomposition
approaches.

The roadmap approach captures the connectivity of the free space thanks to
sets of standardized paths [4–6]. This kind of approach focuses on creating a data
structure enabling path planning but does not explicitly model the borders of ob-
stacles which is a prerequisite of our approach. The cell decomposition approach
represents the free space with a set of cells. Those decomposition approaches
can be either approximate or exact. Approximate cell decompositions uses pre-
defined cells shapes (uniform grids, quad trees, circles) whose union is strictly
included in the free space [7, 8]. Exact cell decompositions exactly cover the free
space. Among other techniques [3], Constrained Delaunay Triangulations (CDT)
have been used in last ten years to compute an exact cell decomposition of vir-
tual environments [9, 10] and has been slightly modified to identify bottlenecks
(most constrained part of the environment) [11]. Its good properties in terms of
navigation queries [12] and path finding [13] have been demonstrated.

Based on constrained Delaunay triangulations, several techniques have been
proposed to produce a hierarchical abstraction of the environment topology. The
main idea is to qualify cells or sets of cells (regions) given the number of accesses
(dead ends, corridors, crossings) [11, 14]. On this basis and eventually on the ba-
sis of the geometric shape of the identified regions, a topological abstraction
is automatically computed and mainly used to increase path planning perfor-
mances. Such a kind of abstraction is based on the geometric properties of the
identified regions but does not rely on standard notions such as indoor / outdoor
locations or rooms, corridors, floors or stairs for instance.

To handle more complex cases and increase the realism of simulations, the
notion of informed environment has been introduced. The idea is to associate a
data structure to regions of the environment. This data structure stores infor-
mation dedicated to the behaviour [7]. This approach has been used to model
populated cities [1] and to propose semantic abstractions of a city structure [15].
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More recently, this approach has been used in [16] to propose a hierarchical de-
composition of multilayered environments taking into account notions of floors
and stairs for instance. It has also been used in the field of geographic informa-
tion systems to provide an informed and hierarchical representation of virtual
geographic environments that is used to speed up and enhance the quality of
computed paths [17]. One main aspect of informed environments is the fact that
they need to be modelled with specific tools or manually informed on the basis
of the original geometry.

The aim of our approach is to automatically generate a meaningful and hier-
archical representation of virtual environments that is suitable for path planning
and more generally for spatial reasoning. It relies on an analysis of the 3D envi-
ronment structure to automatically generate an abstraction of the environment
including notions such as indoor / outdoor locations, identification of floors and
stairs in indoor environments and a topological decomposition including notions
of rooms and corridors that relate to the real nature of the environment. In
those terms, it generates an augmented representation that is closer to the no-
tion of informed environment than previously proposed approaches in the field
of automated environment analysis.

3 Spatial analysis of geometric environments

In our everyday life, we unconsciously differentiate buildings and outdoor en-
vironments. Inside buildings, we identify floors, stairs, rooms or corridors for
instance. The aim of the proposed method is to automatically create a repre-
sentation that includes those concepts. To do so, we analyze a 3D environment
geometry in which all furniture has been removed. We start by computing a spa-
tial subdivision of this geometry which is well suited for spatial analysis. Then,
this spatial subdivision is analyzed to compute zones that can be identified (in-
door, outdoor, rooms, stairs...). Once this analysis is achieved, a hierarchical
representation, grouping rooms into floors, floors linked by stairs into buildings
is computed.

3.1 Prismatic subdivision and low level topology

The prismatic subdivision has been introduced in [18] to analyze the structure
of 3D environments provided has a set of 3D triangles. Its aim is to organize
a set of 3D polygons in order to capture ground connectivity and identify floor
and ceiling constraints. It represents the environment by a set of vertical 3D
prisms dividing the input database into layers of 3D triangular cells. The figure
1 depicts the computation process, for more details we invite the reader to read
[18]. The figure 2 shows the prismatic subdivision of a simple environment that
will be used in the following to demonstrate the results of our spatial analysis.

Based on this spatial subdivision, with respect to some characters charac-
teristics (minimum navigable height, maximal navigable slope and maximum
surmountable height), a low level topological graph is constructed. Each node
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Fig. 1. Prismatic subdivision computation.

Fig. 2. a) A simple example environment (wall and ceiling masked for more visibility)
b) Its prismatic decomposition as generated by TopoPlan [18]

of this graph is a navigable 3D triangular cell (in terms of minimum navigable
height and maximum navigable slope) of the subdivision and each edge is an
accessibility relation between cells. An edge is created between two nodes if the
cells are located into adjacent prisms and if the height difference between those
cells is lesser than the maximum step height. Edges are tagged continuous if the
height difference is lesser than a given threshold or step otherwise. The prismatic
spatial subdivision and its associated low level topological graph constitute the
input of our spatial analysis algorithm which is described in the following section.

On the basis of the low level topological graph, the 3D triangular cells of the
spatial subdivision can have three type of borders: step, obstacle and surmount-
able. By extension, borders of zones (groups of connected cells) can be classified
into those three categories.

3.2 Meaningful zones computation

The prismatic spatial subdivision and its associated low level topological graph
constitute the input of our spatial analysis algorithm. Based on those data struc-
ture, we propose a four step algorithm which aims at (1) differentiating interior
and exterior zones, (2) extracting floors and stairs and (3) decomposing floors
into rooms and doorsteps.
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Covered and uncovered regions. The first step of our algorithm identifies
covered and uncovered regions of the environment. This step uses the prismatic
spatial subdivision to tag 3D triangular cells as covered if the cell is surmounted
by another cell belonging to the same prism and uncovered otherwise. Based on
this process, two set of zones (group of mutually accessible cells) are extracted:
Zc, the set of covered zones and Zu, the set of uncovered zones. The result of
this decomposition on our example environment is depicted Fig. 3(a).

Floors and stair steps. The second step consists of dividing each zone of
Zc ∪Zu at any step border. Those step borders are identified with the low level
topological graph computed in the previous section. This produces two new sets
of zones : Z ′c and Z ′u. In covered zones, this process extracts floors and stair
steps. In uncovered zones, this process can differentiate roads and sidewalks for
instance. Zones mainly having step borders are tagged step. The figure 3(b)
depicts the result of this process on our example environment.

Topological maps. For each zone of Z ′c∪Z ′u, we compute a topological map.
This map is computed using the 2D spatial subdivision technique presented
in [11]. A constrained Delaunay triangulation is computed on the projection
onto the XY plane of the zones borders. This triangulation keeps the nature of
the zone borders namely obstacle or step border. This Delaunay triangulation
is then modified by computing the bottlenecks [11] and triangles are merged
into convex polygons if all bottlenecks remains present as a border of convex
polygons. Keeping the identified bottlenecks is important as they are likely to
identify doorsteps borders. The result of this processing applied to our example
is depicted in Figure 3(c).

Room decomposition. Each covered zone identified as a floor is assumed to
be an interior zone belonging to a house or a building. A building floor or house
floor is composed of rooms and corridors separated by doorsteps. To achieve room
decomposition, we thus need to identify doorsteps. To identify those doorsteps,
we define a ’door likelihood’ function that is computed for each convex cell c
of the topological map. Let S(c) be the surface of cell c, H(c) be the average
ceiling height of cell c, N(c) be the set of neighboring cells, B(c) be the set of
free borders of cell c and L(s) be the length of border s. The ’door likelihood’
function is computed thanks to three criteria:

– C1(c) =
∑

c′∈N(c)(S(c′))

S(c) . A door is a small zone between bigger ones.
– C2(c) =

∑
c′∈N(c)(‖ H(c′)−H(c) ‖). A door’s ceiling is often lower than the

one of surrounding rooms.
– C3(c) = 1∑

b∈B(c)(L(b)) . A door is bordered with narrow bottlenecks.

On the basis of those three criteria, the ’door likelihood’ function (DL) is
defined as follow: DL(c) = C1(c) ∗ (1 + C2(c)) ∗ C3(c). This function tends to
return low values for cells belonging to rooms and high values for cells defining
doorsteps. To separate doors and rooms, we compute the mean value of the DL
function applied to each cell of the topological map. Cells having a DL value
greater than the mean value are tagged door, other ones are tagged room. The
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Fig. 3. Decomposition steps : a) buildings decomposition, b) floors decomposition, c)
convex cells decomposition d) rooms decomposition

Fig. 4. Repartition of door likelihood values for covered convex zones

figure 4 shows the values computed for the two floors of our house example and
the resulting environment decomposition is depicted in figure 3(d).

3.3 Informed hierarchical topological graph

In the previous section we described our environment analysis and tagging. Based
on this analysis, a set of topological maps has been extracted and cells of those
topological maps are tagged in several ways: covered, uncovered, room, door
and step. On this basis, we create an informed hierarchical topological graph.
Nodes of this graph are cells of the topological maps or group of cells. Edges
represent accessibility between cells or zones. The hierarchy associated to the
graph contains four levels leading to a natural description of the environment
structure:

– The level four contains all cells of the topological maps (nodes) and their
accessibility relations (edges).
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– The level three groups mutually accessible cells having the same tags and
belonging to the same topological map. Therefore, in this level, each step of a
stair, each room, each doorstep is identified by a unique node. At this level,
we are also able to distinguish covered exterior zone and indoor environ-
ments. A room is retagged covered exterior if its borders are mainly tagged
surmountable or step and if it is mainly connected to uncovered zones. More
generally, at this level, a set of rules can be defined and used to better qual-
ify zones’ nature. For instance, a rule can be used to qualify a corridor as a
room surrounded by at least three doors.

– The level two groups steps into stairs, rooms and doors into floors.
– The level one groups floors and stairs into buildings, uncovered zones into

exterior zones and covered exterior zones.

We can observe that levels three, two and one lead to a natural representa-
tion of an environment. It automatically provides a meaningful representation
that (1) distinguishes indoor and outdoor environments, (2) decomposes build-
ing into floors linked by stairs, (3) each floor being itself decomposed into room
linked by doorsteps. as we will see in the next section, this representation can
be used for enhancing path planning quality. For instance, we can plan paths fa-
voring the navigation in outdoor environments, while avoiding entering building
if not needed. The hierarchical representation can also be used to enhance path
planning performances by identifying high level paths that can be refined when
needed.

4 Multi-criteria path planning

Navigation is subject to multiple constraints of various importances. For in-
stance, one would want to minimize a path length while avoiding entering an
unknown building and favoring navigation in covered regions if it is raining.
A path corresponding to such a request is a compromise between several het-
erogeneous criteria. In this section, we propose a multi-critera path planning
algorithm that makes intensive use of our environment representation. This al-
gorithm uses a zone matching function that evaluates the adequacy of a zone
given a multi-criteria request.

4.1 Zone matching

In many cases, finding a zone or a set of zones that exactly satisfy all criteria in-
cluded in a request is not possible. Therefore, the first step toward multi-criteria
path planning is to evaluate the distance between a request which characterize
an ideal zone and a zone extracted from the environment. Criteria used in the re-
quest can be of different nature: maximizing a given value, favoring zones having
some given properties. To evaluate the satisfaction of a criterion, we use several
kinds of functions that returns values in [0;1] interval, 0 meaning the criterion
is not satisfied and 1 meaning the criterion is satisfied:
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Fig. 5. Picturing of generated topological graph for our example environment

– For criteria relating to zones’ nature (covered, does not belongs to a building
for instance) we use a step function returning 1 if the criterion is satisfied
and 0 otherwise (Cf. Fig. 6(a)).

– For a criteria concerning comparison between numerical values (zone’s sur-
face should be over 9 square meters for instance) we also use a step function
(Cf. Fig. 6(b)).

– For criteria concerning values that should be minimized or maximized (ceil-
ing height should be the highest possible) we use a linear function which is
normalized using the maximum possible value in the current environment
(Cf. Fig. 6(c)).

– For criteria concerning values that should be closed to a given value (zone’s
surface should be around 12 square meters) we use a gaussian-shaped func-
tion returning a maximum of 1 for the wished value (Cf. Fig. 6(d)).

In our system, a request is a conjunction of criteria. To take into account the
importance of a given criterion, a weight wc is associated to each criterion c.
Given that the valuation of criterion c on a zone z is evaluated by the function
Vc(z), we define a function D(z, R) giving the distance between the considered
zone and the ideal zone described by the request R as follow:

D(z, R) =
∑
c∈R

((1− Vc(z)) ∗ wc)
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Fig. 6. Normalizing functions for a) criteria on zones nature, b) numeric values to
compare to a threshold, c) numeric value to maximise, d) wished value to get near of

This function returns a value in interval [0;
∑

c∈R wc], 0 being the value asso-
ciated to a zone perfectly satisfying the request. This function can be used for
several requests purposes. For instance, it can be used to select a set of zones that
maximize similarities with the ideal zone described by the request. For instance,
one could want to select the nearest covered zone in order to avoid rain. More-
over, as we will see in the next section, it can be used during a path planning
process to bias generated paths.

4.2 Multi-criteria path planning

The aim of our path planning process is to find a path going through zones that
tend to match a multi-criteria request. In the previous section, we explained
how we defined a distance function D(z, R) evaluating the distance between
the ideal zone described by the request R and the currently explored zone z.
This distance function is used in a cost function that evaluates the cost of a
path. Let C(P,R, Id) be the function evaluating the cost of path P in function
of planning request R and giving importance Id ∈ [1;∞] to the path length
criterion. Let L(P, z) be the length of the path P traversing the zone z. The
function C(P,R, Id) is defined as follow:

C(P,R, Id) =
∑
z∈P

(L(z, P ) ∗ (Id + D(z, R)))

In this function, the length of the path going through a zone z is multiplied by
the sum of two factors: Id and D(z,R). As D(z,R) is minimal for zones matching
request R, paths traversing zones that match request R are encouraged. On the
other hand, the Id factor tends to select shortest paths for high values or paths
matching request R for small values.

To plan a path inside our virtual environment, we use a Dijkstra algorithm.
This algorithm is ran on the level four of our informed hierarchical topological
graph and C(P,R, Id) is used to evaluate the cost of going through a cell z
of the topological maps. Currently, as we have no hypothesis on the requests
nature, the algorithm does not use the hierarchical representation to increase
path planning performances but only to increase the quality of generated paths.
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Fig. 7. a) A more complex example environment (roofs masked for better visibility)
b) Its computed floor decomposition c) its computed room decomposition

5 Results

We tested our spatial analysis technique on a complex example depicted Fig.
7(a). The environment contains a road with sidewalks, a church and two houses.
The church has heterogeneous rooms size and doorstep dimensions. It also con-
tains pillars in the body of the church and unusual stairs leading to the pulpit.
The building on the right of the figure contains a long and narrow corridor
exhibiting numerous bottlenecks. The house on the left contains doorsteps of
different width and height as well as a step roof and obstacles in some rooms. As
presented in Fig. 7(b) and (c), buildings have been identified as well as stairs,
doorsteps and rooms. This demonstrates the robustness of our technique which
has been able to identify all relevant information despite potential interferences
induced by obstacles, pillars or irregular doorsteps width and height.

To test path planning and related queries, we set up an environment with
covered and uncovered exterior zones. This environment, depicted in Fig. 8, is
used to test the behavior of our algorithm in the rainy day example. The planning
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Fig. 8. Environment used for spatial reasoning test and path calculated in it out of
three different requests.

request is set up by giving a constraint on navigating in covered zones (to avoid
the rain) and changing weights associated to the covered and path length criteria.
Computed paths are presented Fig. 8(b). Path 1 has been generated by giving
a weight of 1 to the covered criterion and a weight of 2 to the path length.
As expected, the shortest path is used. Path 2 has been generated by giving a
weight of 2 to the covered criterion and 1 to the distance. In such a case, our
character uses the longest path but this path minimizes the exposition to rain.
Finally, path 3 has been generated by giving an equal value of 1 to the covered
criterion and the path length. Our character navigates mostly in covered zones
and is also exposed to rain. This example demonstrate that our algorithm can
help characters to exhibit more natural behaviors by taking into account the
environment nature.

6 Conclusion

We proposed an original method extracting an abstract, meaningful and hier-
archical representation out of a 3D geometric environment. Our technique uses
a spatial analysis algorithm that automatically detects the real structure (in
terms of rooms, doorsteps, floors, stairs...) of the environment described by a
3D database. We showed that this structuring can be used to increase path
planning quality and credibility through the use of multi-criteria requests. Our
spatial analysis can be extended by adding specific rules to enhance the tag-
ging process by taking into account some architectural standards for instance.
However, we believe that an automatic process cannot deduce all information.
For instance, the function of a room (kitchen, bedroom...) cannot be deter-
mined without analyzing its associated furniture. Nevertheless, if more precise
information is needed, our method could be used to assist manual tagging by
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pre-identifying specific zones and thus decreasing the effort needed to manually
inform virtual environments.
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